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Choose yourself first 

APP 
DESIGN

“Archie needs an app which 
allows her to discover as well as 
appreciate herself in midst of her 

busy life”

App design/ Simran kad 

This is an application which 
focuses on evoking the emotion 
of self love and practice that in 
their daily life.

BRIEF

PROJECT

01.



SOLUTION 
Memoir is a app providing a safe space to people to journal 
their feeling and emotions and help them in engaging their 
self - esteem and self compassion through different set of 
activities and feedback.

PROBLEM 
In these testing times ,people are  eventully
forgetting what is that matters most,its 
themselves. With growing awareness for self love and men-
tal health one forgets to inculcate in its daily life.

TARGET AUDIENCE
People above the all age of 15 ,all 
strata of society  

Choose yourself first 
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JOURNALING AND TASKS

UPDATES AND RECORDS 

REPORTS AND FEEDBACK

This application brings you closer to  like gratitude 
journaling, self help activities like self awareness , 
mindfulness, expressive arts according to an 
individuals needs.

Leaves user to the practices but keeps a records of user’s 
well being and keeps onupdating with time.

APPLICATION JOURNEY 
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PACKAGING 
DESIGN

MEALS

WHEELS

CHAIN 
KHICHDE?

WHERE
These are to be 
provided in train jouneys 
which isusually catered 
by IRCTC.

Meal tray packaging 
for IRCTC. Meal tray 
for passesngers in 
journey.

BRIEF
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BRIEF 
This project focuses on sloving the 
problem while have meals in a train 
journey,emphasised on the food packaging 
by IRCTC

PROBLEM AREAS 
Placement for lids.
Questionable hygine.
Extra tray for support.
Flimsy aluminium box.

SOLUTION 
Packaging sufficient for standard Indian 
meal.Sustainable in nature .Convenient 
to transport and store and easy to 
handle , hygienic feel and vibe .

CURD

semi liquid 
cold 

RICE

 solid /dry
moderately hot  

SALAD SPOON/ FORK

ROTI
solid,
cold 

DAAL
liquid 
hot 

VEG

semi liquid 
hot 

TISSUE PAPER 
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• Seprating wet and dry contents by giving 2 lids  .
• Bumpy lid to avoid contact with food and also avoiding 

food getting clustered and spoil.

• Flap from recycled material for      
• visual content.
• one cam eve takw it aways or use it as a mat under the tray.
• also easily replacable on different occassions.

• Depression at the length sides deeper than the one for food .
• Adds strength to the overall structure. 
• Avoids the contacts of hot food container from user.
• Used as a stand for lid and also to keep frok tissue and sachets .
• Food smeared with drop down in to the depression 

INSPIRATION: CORRUGATED SHEETS FORM : CONCEPT
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SPACE 
DESIGN

MYSTERY 
MAZE

Black widow’s

Space design/ Simran kad 

Afandom experiential mystery 
maze in memory of black widow, 
depicting her lifetime adventures 
in an interactive maze. 

BRIEF



PROBLEM 
Creating an experiential space , a passage of 20m*10m,
based on Black widow’s character.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Marvel fans, People above the all age of 15 ,
all strata of society 

STEP-1
Red room inspired from natasha’s childhood.

STEP-2
Escape room inspired from her getting out of red room 

STEP-3
Fruit ninja inspired virtual reality room to showcase her 
fights

STEP-4
Fist bomb door , the correct punch opens the door.

STEP-5
Pose like queen! Dance arcade inspired installation.

BRIEF
We created an experiential mystery maze in memory of 
Black widow,depicting her lifetime adventures she took 
over. The interactive elements make not only make user 
aware of her but also makes one curious to know more.
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3D VISUALISATION 
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MATERIAL VISUALISATION 
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BRANDING

A branding project of a local stay, 
spread all across the country, 
embracing the local topography 
and culture of the place We are 
creating a platform which will help 
you explore the Culture.

BRIEF
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BRIEF 
Our roots and culture is something which has 
created a mark of who we are on the world. 
Through our brand, we bring quality, local authentic 
experiences to audience which  makes their stay 
worthwhile. Providing them with the quality services under 
one roof and whole some experiences is our soul purpose. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
Travel enthusiasts, Foreign Tourist, School/college trips,
 NRI, Young Explorer.

SCOPE OF WORK
The challenge would be expressing the authenticity. The 
brand, since catering to varied target audience.
The visual language should be familiar to people all over the 
world. Focus is to deliver the key message.

Thumbprint to signify authenticity of the place.
India tilak as a welcoming indian gesture.
Gives a different experience from different distance
Replacing with a to emphasize on stay.
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MATRIX 
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Few branding deliverables with key messages 

Delivering the emotion of something extra 

Kollam motifs for Kerala deliverables Native kutchhi motifs for rural kutch deliverables
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POETRY 
BOOK

A collabrative poetry 

book consisting work of 

8 young poets , telling 

thier story. 

BRIEF
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BRIEF 
The word “poetry” is often used to mean: 
how people construct an intelligibility out of the 
randomness they experience. This book of poetry, 
collabration of the poems of new emerging poets where 
they express with their words how they choose what they 
love; how they integrate loss and gain; how they distort 
experience by wish and dream; how they perceive and 
consolidate flashes of harmony; how they achieve what 
keats called a “soul or intelligence destined to possess the 
sense of identity.”
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Simrankad20@gmail.com

N O T 
O V E R 
Y E T 

linkedin.com/in/simran-kad9904969444

GLAD   YOU   ARE   HERE !
Among many other projects like set design , 
publications, film making and Animation,these were 
brief glimpes of my work in the feild of 
communication design.
Please find all projects at behance.net/simrankad 
or 

SCAN


